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Highland Council: Early Years Profiling and Reporting 
 
 

Highland Council is developing ongoing Profiling and Reporting to support increased family 

engagement across all Early Learning and Childcare (ELC) settings and schools. In ELC, with the 

learner at the centre, practitioners support ongoing profiling and reporting through: 

 a child centred curriculum 

 quality observations and learning conversations 

 effective family engagement.
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• Planning is driven by the 
children’s developmental 
level and interests and is 
linked to the Experiences and 
Outcomes. 

• Learning experiences ensure 
challenge and enjoyment; 
breadth; progression; depth; 
personalisation  
and choice;  
coherence and  
relevance. 

• Observations recognise the 
significant learning which has 
taken place, identifying the 
knowledge and skills which 
children have developed. 

• Observations promote 
learning conversations which 
identify next steps in learning. 
 

• Families understand their child’s progress in 
learning and how to support their child on their 
learning journey. 

• Families experience shared learning with their 
child. 
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Effective Profiling in Highland is owned by the learner and involves/ includes: 

 a play based curriculum which meets the need of all children, driven by children’s interests 

 high quality observations based on key learning which evidence progress 

 learning conversations which identify next steps and personal targets 

 family engagement in children’s development and learning, impacting positively on the 

progress children make 

 recognition and celebration of wider achievement – joining up the dots between Early 

Learning and Childcare (ELC) settings and home. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

The Profile is owned by the learner and should include: 

1. All About Me – including personal information about the learner and their interests 

2. Developmental Overviews – informed by observation 

3. Personal Targets – which are identified by learners through learning observations 

4. Key Learning Observations – which identify the knowledge and skills which learners 

develop across the curriculum 

5. Wider Achievements – detailing the achievements outwith the ELC setting, at home or in 

the wider community. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Progress in learning will be shared with families through a number of individual and group 

opportunities. Early Learning and Childcare (ELC) settings should work with their community to 

identify the most appropriate ways of engaging families. Outlined below are some of the examples 

of engagement currently offered by ELC settings. 
 

INDIVIDUAL  
REPORTING 

OPPORTUNTIES 

WHOLE  SCHOOL/CLASS/GROUP   
REPORTING  OPPORTUNITIES 

Family meetings which 
share children’s 
progress and targets. 

Curriculum Information 
sessions, e.g. early literacy 
and numeracy workshops.  

Class blogs/ school 
website/ Social media 

Regular opportunities 
for children to share 
their profile with their 
family. 

Learning Walls/ Floor 
Books 

Newsletters 

‘Stay, Play and Learn’ 
sessions which allow for 
families to have 
individual dialogue. 

Family volunteering and 
‘Stay, Play and Learn’ 
sessions. 

ELC showcasing the 
learning events. 

 


